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Abstract: In this paper we are investigating the impact of firewalls and VPN for providing security to cloud. So,
computer simulation and modeling of cloud environments with OPNET simulator has conducted with VPN and
firewalls. However, cloud Computing provides an added level of risk, which makes cloud computing difficult to
provide data privacy and security, availability, and to illustrates compliance .Many technologies are supported by
cloud environment. Cloud inherits its security issues defined in SLA based policies which are used for service and
resources usage. But the scenarios are changed in cloud environments. Hence firewall behavior gets adaptive as per
the need of cloud computing.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is getting a lot of competition and interest. This advances in computing and put cloud computing as one
of the modern developments of computing models. The main Reason is to service delivery model which provides
computing and storage for users in all fields including financial, health care and government [1].This can be
authenticated using an effective integration of variety of computing, storage, data, applications and other resources. This
progress can be considered much more enhanced than that of distributed computing, parallel processing, and grid
computing and so on. With cloud computing, abstraction and multi-level virtualization can be achieved [2].
This integration will allow users to use powerful storage capacity and computing of cloud with the use of network which
is achieved in grid computing or distributed processing. The importance of Cloud Computing is slowly increasing and it
is receiving a growing attention in both scientific and Industrial fields[11]. The first important technology among the
most technology is the Cloud Computing technology which is used by most of the organizations and companies from
successive years. Cloud computing environment looks like distribution architecture and computational paradigm. Its
main objective is to support convenient, secure and quick storage of data and network computing service, with visualized
resource computing which are delivered above Internet[12].
The cloud enhances collaboration, agility, scalability, availability, ability to adapt to fluctuations according to demand,
accelerate development work, and provides potential for cost reduction through optimized and efficient
computing[15].The cloud based systems can guarantee the data security and the user does not have to look over the
protection parameters. So the cloud computing must ensure the security of data stored in the cloud system[16].
VPN (Virtual Private Network) technology provides a way of protecting information being transmitted over the Internet,
by allowing users to establish a virtual private “tunnel” to securely enter an internal network, accessing resources, data
and communications via an insecure network such as the Internet. VPN is a generic term used to describe a
communication network that uses any combination of technologies to secure a connection tunneled through an otherwise
unsecured or distrusted network[17].
Firewall implements security using the defined security policies which provides filtering rules for the data transitions on
the cloud network. The data which satisfies the security requirements of the organization if allowed to travels in the
network and rest of the packets are blocked[18].
Firewall implements security using the defined security policies which provides filtering rules for the data transitions on
the cloud network. The data which satisfies the security requirements of the organization if allowed to travels in the
network and rest of the packets are blocked[19].
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The data which satisfies the security requirements of the organization if allowed to travels in the network and rest of the
packets are blocked. The process of configuring a firewall is tedious and error prone. The policy management is quite
complicated task because of their dynamically changing thousands of the rules. They rules are conflicting in nature and
might overlap somewhere which defining them in the system. Cloud requires open access to all the services for fats
control over the data. Along with that it must satisfies the security requirements. Thus it needs to be modified in such
way which satisfies all the characteristics of the cloud so that security service can be developed[20].
On the other hand, due to the complex nature of policy anomalies, system administrators are often faced with a more
challenging problem in resolving anomalies, in particular, resolving policy conflicts. An intuitive means for a system
Administrator to resolve policy conflicts is to remove all conflicts by modifying the conflicting rules[21]. Thus the cloud
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based firewall must be configured so as to support the distributed processing environment and handles the conflicts of
policy rules and still effectively detects the anomalies coming along with the rule formations [3]. Now with the rapid
development of cloud based environment the security control is getting more complex. Among them handling firewall in
distributed environment is quite a tedious job.
All it aims is towards making the high data availability, privacy and reliability over the trusted third party based systems.
While serving its goals there is various mechanisms such as authentication, access control, encryption, privacy
preserving, digital certificates etc. It includes network access control and directory level security control[22].
III. SECURITY ISSUES FOR CLOUD COMPUTING
Controlling scheduling, data and resource allocation are the problems faced while providing security to the cloud
environment[3]. Hence to provide control to the seeker for scheduling and resource allocation and to provide ownership
to the data owner, the cloud computing security need to deploy several security authorities. This technique is known as
an authority coordinator. It is mainly required in securing the data in cloud computing environment [4].Following are the
security concerns:
 Data Security: The logical and physical data control can be provided in this concern. Phishing, virtualization,
denial of service leakage of data and loss of encryption keys are also concerned[24].
 Traditional security: This security concern includes network and computer attacks on cloud environment [23].
 Privacy and Legal Issues: This concern is necessary while dealing with globally distributed networks [6].
 Third-party data control: This concern is very transparent, difficult and well understandable because third
party in cloud environment who holds all the applications and the data[25].
 Availability: This involves critical applications and data that are available on cloud [5]. It can also be used to
reallocate to other provider, long-term viability of the cloud [6].
IV. PROPOSED CLOUD COMPUTING SECURITY USING VPN
Our proposed system is providing a secure delivery of data packets to the cloud and fetching data packets from the cloud.
Virtual Private Network is one of the technologies used to provide secure data transfer on cloud environment[13]. These
principles are applied on remote access networks and wired LAN and also to wireless LAN. To make sure the data
transmission security VPN designates standard encryption algorithms. With the support of IP security VPN is
implemented. This is the standardized way for implementing VPN. The VPN and IPsecurity has reconstructed and
established well[26].

Figure 1: VPN usage within IPsecurity.
Figure 1, illustrates the combination of Virtual Private Network and IPsecurity. Firewall is used in networks which filters
the incoming data packets and lies between outside world and the internal network. Since firewall is employed on public
network and it plays an vital role in security strategy development, firewall can be used with VPN[27].
SaaS applications can be grouped into maturity models that are determined by the following characteristics: scalability,
Configurability via metadata, and multi-tenancy. In the first maturity model, each customer has his own customized
instance of the software. This model has drawbacks, but security issues are not so bad compared with the other models.
In the second model, the vendor also provides different instances of the applications for each customer, but all instances
use the same application code. In this model, customers can change some configuration options to meet their needs [7].
In the third maturity model multi-tenancy is added, so a single instance serves all customers. This approach enables more
efficient use of the resources but scalability is limited. Since data from multiple tenants is likely to be stored in the same
database, the risk of data leakage between these tenants is high. Security policies are needed to ensure that customer’s
data are kept separate from other customers .For the final model, applications can be scaled up by moving the application
to a more powerful server if needed[28].
Data security is a common concern for any technology, but it becomes a major challenge when SaaS users have to rely
on their providers for proper security .In SaaS, organizational data is often processed in plaintext and stored in the cloud.
The SaaS provider is the one responsible for the security of the data while is being processed and stored [8]. Also, data
backup is a critical aspect in order to facilitate recovery in case of disaster, but it introduces security concerns as
well[29].
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V. NETWORK SIMULATION SCENARIOS
The network simulation uses OPNET simulator which provides number of scenarios to learn the system performance in
different situations[30]. To provide cloud security in different scenarios and to study the VPN performance, the cloud
environment has designed with VPN and without VPN .By combining VPN with firewall, we can also see firewall
effects in providing cloud security. FTP, HTTP and Email applications are the three applications treated with each
scenario [9].In simulation we have assumed that each server is represented as each department. The cloud is examined in
respect of delay, throughput to find the effect of VPN and firewall on cloud environment[14]. Some of the specifications
used are:
i) Two access points: this has 4 serial lines and 2 Ethernet interface.
ii) VPN configuration: used to allow application access from remote source to server application.
iii) No. of workstations: this shows the number of network clients on the internet.
iv) Two servers: this has point to point server.
v) Firewall: prevents unauthorized access to all application.
vi) Two IP routers: this has a router with eight serial line interface and four Ethernet interfaces.
5.1. Scenario 1: Cloud computing without firewall and VPN
In first scenario[31], two BSS are configured by connecting N-number of workstations to Access Point1 and Access
Point 2.These two access points are connected to IP cloud that is connected to Router D by PPP-DS1 in turn connected
by PPP-DS1 to Router S by PPP-DS1 which is connected by PPP-DS1 to two Servers namely Server AA and Server BB
which is used to represents two departments. The scenario layout and architecture is shown in below figure.

Figure 2.The architecture and layout of scenario 1
5.2. Scenario 2: Cloud computing with firewall only
In second scenario[32] also, two BSS are configured by connecting workstations to Access Point1 and Access Point 2.
These access points are connected to Router S by PPP-DS1 in turn connected by PPP-DS1 to internet cloud connected to
Firewall-ethernet2_slip8_firewall by PPP-DS1 which protects servers from outside access to the Email server [10]. The
firewall is then connected to the Server AA and Server BB by PPP-DS1. Figure 3, shows the layout and architecture of
this scenario.

Figure 3. The architecture and layout of scenario 2
5.3. Scenario 3: Cloud computing with firewall and VPN
In scenario three also, two BSS are configured by connecting workstations to Access Point1 and Access Point 2. These
access points are connected to Router S by PPP-DS1 in turn connected by PPP-DS1 to internet cloud connected to
Firewall to D Router which is connected by PPP-DS1 to the Server. Figure 4, shows the layout and architecture of
scenario 3.In second scenario, nevertheless of the traffic source; to prevent external access to server we have used
firewall [10]. But in this case, any one of the clients from Access Point1 can access server AA by using VPN tunnel.
Since IP packets are encapsulated inner side of an IP datagram, the firewall will not filter the incoming traffic which are
created in Access Point1[36].
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Figure 4. The architecture and layout scenario 3
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND SYSTEMS EVALUATION
The outcome of system evaluations shows the delay and throughput for the above three scenarios. Figure 5 and 6
illustrates the same[33]. The throughput for VPN is 107,819 = 1,782 seconds, whereas for systems with non
existence of VPN we obtained the throughput of 299,131 bits/sec = 1,782 seconds. The system reaches 288,510
bits/sec = 1,782 seconds for the systems with non existence of Firewall and VPN. System Delay is the delay in the
end to end delivery of packets in wireless LAN in the networks and the packets which are transferred to the next
higher level [34]. Delay has reached to 0.001727, 0.001672, and 0.00169 = 1,782 seconds for the systems with no
VPN, no firewall and VPN and with no firewall[35].

Figure 5. Throughput OVER scenario 1-3

Figure 6. Delay over scenarios 1-3
VII. CONCLUSION
This study introduced VPN technology for securing cloud in wireless network. OPNET Modeler simulator was used as a
simulation tools to investigate the impact of VPN and Firewall security systems on throughput, delay and traffic received
on the system and individual nodes of the network [14].The applications considered for the mentioned investigation are
e-mail application and web browsing application. The integration of VPN with Firewall in cloud computing will reduce
the throughput. Furthermore, the delay in system without VPN is slightly larger than the cloud computing with VPN. No
traffic received and sent from server AA for e-mail application in cloud computing with firewall and no VPN. VPN
technology is a suitable way to secure cloud computing and decreasing the traffic in the system to achieve the security
required. The security was provided in VPN technology should be provided with firewall that allows only specific access
to the server.
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